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LEARNING OUTCOMES (I CAN…) 
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 Use the text, my five senses, emotions and my 

prior knowledge to create a picture in my mind 

of what I am reading  (Fig. 19C) 

 Describe how rhyme, rhythm, and repetition 

interact to create images in poetry (7A/4J) 

 Explain how visualizing helps me as a reader 

(Fig. 19) 

 Adapt and revise my mental images to incorporate 

new information in the text and new interpretations I 

develop (Fig. 19C) 

 Visualize to recall information to recall the important/ 

main events of a story or text (Fig. 19E) 

 Visualize to draw conclusions and support them with 

evidence from the text (Fig. 19C) 

 Explain how visualizing helps me as a reader (Fig. 

19) 

 

 Check my thinking when I make an incorrect 

prediction (3A/4D,J) 

 Use evidence from the text to support predictions 

(I think…because…) (3A/3F, 4I) 

 Notice and understand the problem of a story and 

how it is solved (9A/1C, 4K) 

 Visualize to recall information to retell the main 

events of a story in the order they occur) (Fig. 

19C) 

 Explain how visualizing helps me as a reader 

(Fig. 19) 
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 Use my prior knowledge and text clues to 

come up with an idea that is not explicitly 

stated by the author  (Infer) (Fig. 19D) 

 Use ideas (e.g. illustrations, titles, topic 

sentences, key words, and foreshadowing) to 

make and confirm predictions (3A/4D,J) 

 Infer when the answers to my questions are 

not explicitly stated in the text (Fig.19B) 

 

 Use my prior knowledge and text clues to come up 

with an idea that is not explicitly stated by the author  

(Infer) (Fig. 19D) 

 Infer when the answers to my questions are not 

explicitly stated in the text (Fig.19B) 

 

 Use context to determine the relevant meaning of 

unfamiliar words or distinguish among multiple 

meanings and homographs (by using my schema, 

paying attention to text and picture clues, 

rereading, and engaging in conversations with 

others ) (5B/1F, 4F)   

 Recognize that some words and phrases have 

literal and non-literal meanings (e.g., take steps) 

(11A/1H, 4J) 
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 Make inferences about text using textual 

evidence to support understanding (Fig. 19D) 

 Describe main characters in works of fiction, 

including their traits, motivations, and 

feelings  (9B/4J,K) 

 Infer characters’ intentions or feelings (Fig. 

19D, 9B/4J,K) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

(Fig. 19D) 

 

 Make inferences about text using textual evidence to 

support understanding (Fig. 19D) 

 Follow multiple events in a story to understand the 

plot (9A/1C, 4K) 

 Infer characters’ intentions or feelings (Fig. 19D, 

9B/4J,K) 

 Describe similarities and differences in the plots and 

setting of several works by the same author (9A/1C, 

4K) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader (Fig. 

19D) 

 Make inferences about text using textual 

evidence to support understanding (Fig. 19D) 

 Describe similarities and differences in the plots 

and setting of several works by the same author 

(9A/1C, 4K) 

 Infer characters’ intentions or feelings (Fig. 19D, 

9B/4J,K) 

 Identify the elements of dialogue and use them in 

informal plays (8A/1H,4J) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader (Fig. 

19D) 
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 Use my prior knowledge and text clues to 

draw conclusions and form unique 

interpretations of the text (Fig. 19D) 

 Infer from text features, pictures, and words 

(Fig. 19D)  

 Infer to surface big ideas supported by 

evidence from the text (14A/4I) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

(Fig. 19D) 

 Infer to surface big ideas and themes supported by 

evidence from the text (14A/4I) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader (Fig. 

19D) 

 

 Identify moral lessons as themes in well-known 

fables, legends, myths, or stories (6A/4K) 

 Explain how inferring helps me as a reader (Fig. 

19D) 

 

The supporting lesson plan documents are organized weekly/daily. Teachers may adjust pacing based on available instructional days and 

student needs. 
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Target(s) for the Week: Use the text and my prior knowledge to create a picture in my mind of what I am reading (creating mental images that go beyond visualizing, using the senses); 
Describe how rhyme, rhythm, and repetition interact to create images in poetry; Explain how visualizing helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

  Connect & Engage: We have been using our prior 

knowledge/schema to make connections as we read. We have also 

learned that asking questions helps us as readers to better 

understand what we read. For the next few weeks we are going to 

learn about visualizing, making mental images (pictures) in our 

heads using the words in the text, our five senses and our schema. 

This also helps us to better understand what we are reading. We will 

begin today with the book *Night in the Country by Cynthia Rylant.  

Model: As I read this book today, I am going to think out loud about 

the images (pictures) that are created in my head as I hear the 

words of this book. T reads a few lines of the text or until a mental 

image comes to mind. Listen again to the words about _______. 

When I read those words, such vivid images, or pictures, come into 

my mind. I see________. Did you notice how creating that mental 

image seemed to make the text come alive for me? It was like…I will 

always remember… It will always be important to me because of my 

connection to it. No two people will create the exact same picture in 

their mind because no two people have the same schema (prior 

knowledge). T reads some more of the text, stopping to think aloud 

about the mental image (picture) she is creating. T brings in her 

fives senses, emotions and schema as she continues to visualize for 

Sts. 

Lesson recap: Good readers get a picture in their mind as they 

listen and read. They use their five senses, their emotions and their 

prior knowledge to create those pictures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts notice what the T is 

doing as she created 

mental images using the 

words from the text. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

 Connect & Engage: You have been watching very carefully at how I 

am using the words in the book, my senses and my schema to help me 

create pictures in my mind about our book *Night in the Country by 

Cynthia Rylant. Today you will get to join me in creating your own 

mental images. Remember that each person will have different 

mental images because each of us has different prior knowledge or 

schema.  

Model/Guided: Listen carefully to the words that I read. As you 

begin to make a connection, think about what the words look like in 

your head. What picture do they make? What sounds do you hear? 

What does it smell like or feel like? Use your senses and your 

schema to make your picture in your mind.  T reads part of the text, 

stopping to let Sts create mental images. T lets Sts T&T to share 

their images. Images do not have to be created on every page. Use 

enough of the text for Sts to practice making mental images and then 

verbally share their images. 

Lesson recap: Wow! You really are good readers. You did a great 

job today of making mental images in your head by using the words 

from the text and your prior knowledge. You were able to use your 

senses and your emotions to create your pictures, nice work! 

Guided Practice: Sts join 

in with T in creating their 

own mental images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What was the 

picture in your mind? 

What did you see, hear, 

feel, taste, and touch? 

Sts share 

-What are some sensory 

details we can include 

in our mental images? 

 

-How does creating 

mental images help us 

as readers? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes from T&T 

of their mental images and 

share time. 

3 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we read and thought carefully about 

the words and the mental images they created in our minds. Good 

readers use their schema, their senses and the text to create mental 

images as they read. We will continue our book and our work as 

good readers today. 

Guided: T uses process from Days 1-2 to scaffold Sts as they use the 

text, their senses and their schema to create mental images. Sts share 

their images through T&T. T can select Sts to share to whole group. 

Lesson recap: Good readers get a picture in their mind as they 

listen and read. They use their five senses, their emotions and their 

prior knowledge to create those mental images. You are doing a 

wonderful job creating mental images. You understand that making 

pictures in our head help us to better understand what we are 

reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What was the 

picture in your mind? 

What did you see, hear, 

feel, taste, and touch? 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

Poster-size 

chart of 

poem for 

lesson 

Connect & Engage: We are going to continue to create mental 

images as we read but today we will try creating our images 

listening to the words in poetry. Poetry uses very descriptive 

language. That language helps to give the reader a picture in their 

mind. Poetry has rhythm, rhyme and repetition. These help the 

reader respond to the beat, the words that sound the same or repeat. 

Model/Guided: Listen to this poem as I read it to you. Listen for the 

rhythm, which beat, which the words produce. Also see if you can 

hear the rhyme, those words that sound the same. T reads poem 

**The Galapagos Tortoise by Georgia Heard. I am going to read it 

again, this time listen for a rhythm as I read. T leads the Sts through 

the poem again. Do you see this line? (T points to the repeating lines 

in the poem “The last of his kind”) When an author repeats a line of 

text, it is called repetition. Now listen to me read it again, this time I 

am going to think about the words and use my prior knowledge to 

make a picture in my head about each part of the poem. T reads first 

stanza of the poem. When I hear those words repeated, I picture an 

old, slow, lonely tortoise, searching for some green leafy plants to 

eat. I can hear his feet shuffling across the land. (T includes thinking 

aloud about the five senses and any emotions in the mental images.) 

T and Sts work through the rest of the poem, to create mental 

images. 

Lesson recap: Good readers can create mental images from many 

types of text. Poetry has such descriptive language that it helps the 

reader to create that mental image. Poetry also lets the reader 

respond to the rhythm, hear the rhyme and repetition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts join in with T reading 

the poem, listening for the 

rhythm. 

 

T&T: What picture did 

you created in your mind? 

What did it feel like?  

 

 

 

T&T: Sts share images 

from the other lines of the 

poem. 

 T observations and 

anecdotal notes from T&T 

of their mental images and 

share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

 

 

Connect & Engage: Readers, you have done such a great job of 

creating mental images. I think you are ready to try it on your own! 

Today I will read some more poems to you so sit back and listen, and 

create those mental images! 

Model: T reads 3-4 ***poems that Sts will have the schema for. (T 

has about 10 copies of each poem for the independent practice 

portion of the lesson) As T reads each poem, Sts listen and create 

mental images for each. Listen to each poem I read, creating mental 

images. When I am finished reading all the poems, think about which 

poem gave you the most vivid mental image.  

Independent: Take a copy of the poem you have chosen and a piece 

of drawing paper. Find a place in the room where you can work 

well. Read your poem to yourself a couple of times, making that 

mental image in your head. Then take the mental image in your head 

and draw it as best you can on your paper. You will have about ten 

minutes and then we will come together to share. T moves around 

the room scaffolding Sts as needed to complete the task. 

Lesson recap: Good readers create mental images. They understand 

that their mental images will be different than those of others 

because we all have different schema. But all good readers use the 

text, their schema and their senses to create mental images as they 

read. Next week notice the mental images you create as you read 

your IR books, especially on the pages when there are no pictures or 

illustrations. 

Independent Practice: Sts 

select the poem that makes 

the most vivid mental 

image for them and they 

draw that image. Sts will 

share the drawings of their 

mental images with the 

class. 

Sts share their mental 

image with others in a 

group that selected the 

same poem. 

 

-Why are our pictures 

different?  

 

-How does making 

mental images help us 

as a reader? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

independent practice and 

share time. 

 

Sts poem and drawing of 

their mental image. 

 

MATERIALS: Reading With Meaning by Debbie Miller, pp. 77-80 

*Lesson Text suggestions from RWM, pp. 79-80 

**Day 4 Poetry suggestions: Short poems, which Sts have some schema for and that contains obvious rhythm and rhyme that Sts, can respond to it. 

Examples: The Galapagos Tortoise by Georgia Heard from the book Creatures of the Earth, Sea, and Sky ; Fireflies at Midnight - a collection of poems by Marilyn Singer or other 

poems that contain rhythm, rhyme and repetition. 

***Day 5 Poetry suggestions: short poems with clear text that Sts will have schema for – examples: All the Small Poems and Fourteen More by Valerie Worth 
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Target(s) for the Week: Adapt and revise my mental images to incorporate new information in the text and new interpretations I develop; Visualize to recall information to retell the main 

events of a story or text in the order they occur;  Visualize to draw conclusions and support them with evidence from the text; Explain how visualizing helps me as 

a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 Connect & Engage: I know how much you enjoyed drawing your 

mental images from a poem last week so I thought we could do that 

again today. This time though, we will spend more time talking and 

sharing our images with others. When good readers talk with one 

another and share their mental images, they sometimes adjust their 

thinking of own their mental image in response to what was shared. 

Let’s try it. 

Model: Listen carefully to the words as I read our poem. Use the 

words, your schema and your senses to create your mental images. T 

reads the poem Barefoot by Valerie Worth to Sts, several times 

without discussing the meaning or images of the poem.  

Independent/Collaborate: Sts go to their seats and draw the mental 

images they have created independently.  When Sts finish they share 

their image with person next to them, talking about their image and 

the part of the text that inspired the image. T moves around room and 

listens in. Let’s read the poem again. As we read, pay attention to 

your images this time through. After learning about your partner’s 

image and rereading the text, would you change the image you’ve 

drawn in any way? Did your partner’s image change your 

understanding of the poem? Did rereading the text change the way 

you picture it?  T reads the poem again and has Sts use the other side 

of their paper to draw their image as they see it now. Sts share their 

second image with a group of peers. T listens in and then closes 

lesson with sharing on how using the text and talking with others 

changed their mental image 

Lesson recap: Good readers create mental images as they read. 

They also use new information and the images of others to change 

their own mental image. 

Independent Practice:  

Sts draw the mental image 

created in their head on 

paper. Sts talk with a 

partner about their image. 

Sts listen to poem again, 

think about the words and 

their partner’s image and 

then draw their image 

again adding any changes 

they have made to their 

mental image. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborate: Sts share 

second drawing of mental 

images with a group.  

What part of your image 

changed? What made you 

change it? (other’s image 

or new understanding of 

the text) 

Sts share- 

How did talking with 

someone help you with 

or change your mental 

image? 

Did you gain further 

meaning from the new 

information in the text? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes for the 

independent collaborative 

practice. 

 

Sts mental image drawn on 

paper before and after their 

conversation with a peer 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we used poetry to adapt our mental 

images as we learned new information. Today we will try this 

strategy again using a piece of NF text called *Frogs by Gail 

Gibbons. 

Model: T reads aloud the first half of the book without showing the 

pictures to Sts. As T reads, she stops to quickly sketch the most vivid 

mental images the text creates, thinking aloud as her mental images 

change (sketch after first three pages of text, the next two pages of 

text, and the two pages after that stopping at end of page where the 

tadpoles are eating algae). After T has read the first half of the book 

she shares her sketches Take a look at my images, so do you see how 

they changed as I kept reading. Here I have the eggs in a cluster and 

a fish eating some of them. In my next sketch, I have drawn the 

embryos growing into tadpoles. And then when I read the words 

“tadpoles breath by getting air from the water through feathery 

gills”, my image of my tadpole changes. I added that feathery gill, 

which was new information. As I read more of the text my images 

continued to change. It is almost like making a movie inside my head. 

Lesson recap: Good readers use the text to support their 

predictions. Good readers also change their mental images as they 

read on and gain new information.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts are listening and 

noticing what the teacher 

does as she reads, predicts 

and creates mental images. 

Sts share 

-How does visualizing 

help you as a reader? 

 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

noticing you created in 

your IR? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes from share 

time. 

3 

Chart paper to 

illustrate life 

cycle of frog 

as Sts retell 

the sequence 

using their 

mental images 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we… Today you will draw the images you 

create in your head as we finish our book Frog by Gail Gibbons. Remember, 

as good readers learn new information, the images they create change and 

adapt. 

Guided/Independent: T will reread the first half of the book, showing Sts 

the illustrations. T starts to read where they left off in the text the day 

before…Now I’m going to read you the rest of the story. I’m not going to 

show you the pictures right now; I want you to listen to the words and keep 

track of how the images in your mind change as I continue to read. I’ll read 

a while, then stop, giving you time to quickly sketch your images. When we 

finish we’ll take a look to see how you’ve adapted your images to include 

new information from the text.  T stops at the end of each page so Sts can 

draw images. Sts T&T after they are finished drawing their images. T 

facilitates discussion with Sts how their images changes as they gained new 

information. T & Sts use their mental images to recall the life cycle of a frog 

as T charts the information. 

Lesson recap: Good readers know that making mental images helps them 

understand what they read. Good readers adapt their images as they gain 

new information from the text or develop new interpretations. You have done 

some great work creating mental images. 

Guided/Independent 

Practice: Using an Adapting 

Mental Images think sheet, Sts 

draw their images as they 

change with new information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What new information 

caused you to adapt your 

image? 

Sts share 

-Why did your images 

change? 

-What have you learned 

about making mental 

images? 

-How does it help you 

as a reader to make 

mental images? 

T observations and anecdotal 

notes on Sts T&T and share 

time.  

 

Sts completed Adapting 

Mental Images think sheet. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we created mental images and adapted 

them as we got new information. Good readers do this. They also create 

mental images/visualize to draw conclusions about events and 

characters in the story. We will spend the next few days reading one of 

my favorite books, *When I Was Young in the Mountains by Cynthia 

Rylant, working on visualizing, (mental images). 

Model: T reads the first page and models her mental image. I can see an 

older man with soot all over his face, hands and clothes as he presses his 

lips on top of a little girl’s head. From this picture, I can conclude that 

the grandfather really loved and missed the little girl because he kissed 

her when he was still dirty. T reads the next three pages of text. Sts T&T 

to share their mental images as T listens in. Now think about your image 

of the kids walking to the swimming hole. T shares her 

conclusion…When I picture the kids jumping in with a big splash; I 

conclude that they wanted to swim so badly that they did not care about 

the snakes. T continues to read and model through the page with the kids 

at the stove with grandma.  

Lesson recap: Good readers use their mental images to help them draw 

conclusions about the characters and events of the story. They also use 

new information and different interpretations to help them adapt their 

mental images. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is your mental 

image? After listening to 

your partner is there 

anything about your image 

you would adapt? 

 

 

Sts share 

-Why did your images 

change? 

-What have you learned 

about making mental 

images? 

-How does it help you as 

a reader to make mental 

images? 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

noticing you created in 

your IR? 

 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts T&T 

and share time.  

 

5 

 

 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Good readers use their mental 

images to draw conclusions. They also use them to recall information to 

retell events from the story. Let’s finish our book *When I Was Young in 

the Mountains by Cynthia Rylant.  

Guided: T continues to read the text again today, scaffolding Sts as they 

use their mental images to draw conclusions and support them with 

evidence from the text.  

At the end of the text after Sts have drawn conclusion about the last 

page, T has Sts visualize the information from the story to retell it. T 

moves around to partners and listens in supporting Sts as needed. 

Lesson recap: You certainly have done the job of good readers this week 

as we have used our mental images to draw conclusions and retell 

information from the texts we have read. Good readers use new 

information and new interpretations to adapt their mental images. They 

understand that creating images helps them better understand what they 

are reading. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is your mental 

image? After listening to 

your partner is there 

anything about your image 

you would adapt? 

T&T: Using your mental 

image and evidence from the 

text what conclusion can you 

draw? 

T&T: Work with your 

partner using your mental 

images to retell the story. 

Sts share 

-Why did your images 

change? 

-What have you learned 

about making mental 

images? 

-How does it help you as 

a reader to make mental 

images? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts T&T 

and share time.  

  

MATERIALS: Reading With Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 82-84 

**Poetry (Day 1) - suggested text **Barefoot by Valerie Worth, pp. 101 of All the Small Things and Fourteen Others; other poems from Worth’s collection. 

*Lesson Text (Days 2-3) - suggested text *Frogs by Gail Gibbons, other titles by Gibbons; NF text that provides opportunities for Sts to adapt their mental images by encountering new information. 

Life cycles would be good to use *Lesson Text (Days 4-5) - suggested text *When I Was Young in the Mountains by Cynthia Rylant, other titles by Rylant; suggestions on pp. 92 of RWM.  **Poetry- 

suggested text **Barefoot by Valerie Worth, pp. 101 of All the Small Things and Fourteen Others; other poems from Worth’s collection 
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Target(s) for the Week:  Check my thinking when I make an incorrect prediction; Use evidence from the text to support predictions (I think…because…); Notice and understand the 

problem in the story and how it was solved; Visualize to recall information to retell the main events of a story in the order they occur; Use evidence from the text 

to support predictions (I think…because…); Explain how visualizing helps me as a reader. 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 

Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 

What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 

(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading 

Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 

(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 

 

Connect & Engage: Good readers use many strategies when they read. We 

have been practicing the strategy of visualizing/making mental images as we 

read. We will continue this today, as we read Chicken Sunday by Patricia 

Polacco. As we read, we will also make and share our predictions using 

evidence from the story. We will notice when our predictions might not be 

right, and check our thinking. 

Model: Before I begin this story, I want to take a moment to read the title 

and look at the cover. I am thinking this story will be about this family and a 

special Sunday they call Chicken Sunday. As I begin to read and create my 

mental image, I am also going to look for clues in the words and the pictures 

to see if my prediction is correct. T reads first page. I have already learned 

that not everyone on the cover is part of the family. The boys are neighbors 

to the girl and the lady is the boy’s grandma. The girl doesn’t have a 

grandmother anymore so this lady is like a grandmother to her. Sometimes 

good readers have predictions that are incorrect like mine was, but they 

notice this and check their thinking, like I just did. T goes back to last 

paragraph and makes another prediction. When I read the words about Miss 

Eula stopping to look in the window at the hat shop and then sighing, I am 

predicting she is wishing for one of those hats but maybe cannot afford to 

buy it. I can picture many beautiful hats in the window of the store. There 

are pink, blue and yellow hats. Many of the hats have flowers and ribbons on 

them. What is your mental image so far? T reads the next page and again 

stops to model checking her prediction. I noticed as I read this page that 

“Chicken Sundays” is called that because Miss Eula makes fried chicken. 

My prediction was that Chicken Sunday was about a special Sunday. But it 

seems from the text that many Sundays were called Chicken Sunday. I do not 

know yet if there is something special that will happen on Chicken Sunday. 

Good readers stop and think if their prediction is not quite right.  T shares 

thinking about her correct prediction about the hat Miss Eula wanted. T ask 

Sts to T&T about what they think will happen with the hat based on the last 

paragraph of the page. T listens in and selects a few Sts to share. 

Lesson recap: Good readers make mental images as they read. They do this 

to help them understand what is happening in the story. Good readers also 

use text evidence to support their predictions. When a reader’s prediction is 

incorrect, they check their thinking just like I’ve done in our book today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts watch and notice what 

they see the teacher doing as 

she reads. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is your mental 

image so far in the story? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What will the kids do to 

get Miss Eula that Easter 

bonnet she wants? 

 

Sts share 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

noticing you created in 

your IR? 

T observations and anecdotal 

notes on Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today as we continue to read 

Chicken Sunday by Patricia Polacco, you will be sharing your 

predictions and mental images. We will also notice the problem in 

our story. 

Model/Guided: T reminds Sts of their predictions on previous day 

about the Easter bonnet for Miss Eula. T reads the next two pages. T 

shares her most vivid mental image and has Sts T&T to do the same. 

T then models a prediction…I think when Mr. Kodinski calls the 

kids’ grandmother; they are going to be in a lot of trouble because 

he really thinks the kids threw the eggs. T&T, what is your 

prediction? Be sure to use the words or the pictures in the text to 

support your thinking. T listens in and selects Sts to share 

predictions. T reads the next page of the text. T stops to think about 

her incorrect prediction. The kids did not get into a lot of trouble with 

Miss Eula; she believed that they did not throw the eggs. My 

prediction about that was not right so I checked my thinking. T has 

Sts T&T about their prediction and listens in. T may use Sts 

examples of incorrect predictions if there are any. 

T continues to read a couple more pages, stopping to have Sts share 

their mental images and make/check their predictions. Now that we 

have read more of the story, what do you think the problem of the 

story is?  Sts T&T and T listens in. Sts share their thinking as T 

facilitates the discussion. (The problem is that they do not have 

enough money to buy Miss Eula the hat and now their chance to earn 

some money is gone because Mr. Kodinski is mad at them.) 

Lesson recap: Nice job doing the work of good readers. You created 

mental images as we read and you also used those images to help 

you predict what might happen next. You noticed when your 

predictions were not correct and checked your thinking. Good 

readers do this each time they read. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is your most 

vivid mental image in this 

part of the story? 

 

T&T: What is your 

prediction? What part of 

the story is helping you to 

think that? 

 

 

T&T: Was your prediction 

correct? If not, stop and 

check your thinking. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is the problem 

in the story? 

What do you predict the 

kids will do about this 

problem? 

Sts share 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

noticing you created in 

your IR? 

 

-Why do good readers 

check their thinking if 

their prediction is 

incorrect? 

 

-How does visualizing 

help you as a reader? 

 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

3 

Chart paper to 

write the 

events as Sts 

retell the story 

in order using 

their mental 

images 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today we will finish our book Chicken 

Sunday by Patricia Polacco. Be sure to continue that great thinking again 

today as we read, creating mental images and making predictions about the 

rest of the book. 

Guided: T continues using the process from Day 2, to guide Sts to create 

mental images and make and check predictions.  After the text is complete, T 

asks Sts to think about their mental images starting at the beginning of the 

book through to the end. T has Sts T&T about the solution to the problem in 

the story as she listens in. T facilitates discussion about the solution in the 

story. T & Sts then work on the retell. T&T about your images throughout 

the book. Good readers visualize to remember the information in the book so 

that they can retell the story in the order it happened.  T listens in and 

scaffolds Sts with retell as needed. T has Sts T&T about the solution to the 

problem in the story as she listens in. T facilitates whole class retell as she 

charts it. 

Lesson recap: Good readers are thinking as they read. They think about the 

mental images they create, they think about their predictions and check that 

thinking if they aren’t correct. Good readers notice and understand the 

problem and solution in the story. They use their mental images to help them 

recall information in the story to retell the events in order. As you read in 

your IR, notice when you are using all these strategies-creating mental 

images, making predictions and checking your thinking. We will begin to 

share what you are noticing at the end of reading time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: How was the problem 

solved in our story? 

 

T&T: Work with your partner 

to use your mental images to 

retell the story. Be prepared to 

share your thinking with the 

class. 

Sts share 

-How did creating mental 

images throughout the 

story help you to retell it? 

 

-How does visualizing 

help you as a reader? 

 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T, retell of story and 

share time. 

4 

 Connect & Engage: Good readers use the words of the text when creating 

mental images. Part of the text is the actual words of the characters-the 

dialogue. When good readers read or hear the words the character is saying, 

they can create very vivid images of that character’s mood, feelings and 

traits. The also get sense of the events of the story and how they will 

progress. Today we will preview and read an informal play, also known as 

Reader's Theatre. We will use the dialogue of the characters to create mental 

images of them and their mood, feelings, and traits. 

Model:  T may want to use document camera to display Reader’s Theatre 

text for Sts. T previews the Reader's Theatre text with Sts. T explains how an 

informal play is structured, showing Sts the layout of the text and shares that 

while most dialogue in text is marked by quotation marks, in informal plays 

almost all of the text is dialogue and it is signaled by the change in speakers 

in the script rather than quotation marks. T begins to read the informal play. 

T has Sts create mental images as they listen to the text.  As I read the 

dialogue of this character, I get this picture in my head_________. Those 

words that he/she said help me to think/understand __________.  T invites 

Sts to T&T. T listens in and selects Sts to share. 

Guided: T continues through part of the text, having Sts stop to share their 

mental images about specific dialogue from the characters.  

Lesson recap: Good readers can use the dialogue informal plays to help 

them create mental images as they read.  

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is your mental 

image of the character(s) so 

far? How is your picture of 

the character(s) helping you 

understand the story? 

Sts share 

-How does using dialogue 

help you create mental 

images? 

 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we...Today you will get a chance to 

work with others in a group to read more of this play (or T may 

select different plays for each group). You will share what you are 

noticing about the dialogue of the characters and what mental 

images it creates for you. 

Collaborate:  T places 4-6 Sts per group, assigning Sts parts in the 

Readers Theatre based on independent reading levels. Sts read a few 

pages of the play and stop to discuss the kinds of images created by 

the dialogue from the characters. T listens in on each group 

scaffolding them as needed throughout the reading and discussion of 

the character dialogue and the mental images it created. T facilitates 

the whole group discussion at share time at the end of the lesson. 

 Lesson recap: Good readers use the text, their schema, their senses 

and even the dialogue of the characters to help them create mental 

images. Good readers understand that not everyone's mental image 

is the same because we all have different schema. As good readers 

get new information their images adapt and change. Visualizing 

helps the reader to recall information and retell the story. As you 

read from your independent reading books, notice the mental images 

you create and when they change. Use your images to help you retell 

the story.  

Collaborative Practice: 

Sts read their assigned 

parts in a reader’s theatre 

play and stop to discuss the 

mental images created by 

the dialogue they read and 

heard. 

Sts share 

-How did reading the 

dialogue help you 

create mental images?  

-How does creating 

mental images help 

you as a reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

collaborative practice and 

share time. 

MATERIALS: * Lesson Text (Day 1-3)- suggested text include those from Patricia Polacco; Cynthia Rylant; or other authors with text that contains descriptive language to create mental images 

and has a problem and solution. 

**Readers Theatre (Day 4-5) Select informal plays from text book adoption guided reading books or any Readers Theatre set available. Most Readers Theatre offers a range of reading levels within 

on play. See the teacher's guide of the Readers Theatre you are using. 
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Target(s) for the Week: Use my prior knowledge and text clues to come up with an idea that is not explicitly stated by the author (infer); Use ideas (e.g. illustrations, titles, 

topic sentences, key words and foreshadowing) to make and confirm predictions; Infer when the answers to my questions are not explicitly stated in 

the text 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

(2 column 

chart) 

 

Our predictions 

 

And the 

thinking behind 

them 

 

Connect & Engage: Today we are going to practice the strategy of 

prediction. I know many of you have done this in lessons before and in 

your own reading. Predicting is what we do when we think about what 

will happen or that we expect to have happen next or in the future. 

Predictions can be confirmed or contradicted as the reader reads on in 

the text. Let’s give this a try in The Royal Bee by Frances and Ginger 

Park. 

Model: T begins by giving Sts some background knowledge about the 

book (do not read the author’s note as it gives away the whole story). T 

reads aloud the first few pages of the book, stopping to explain meaning 

of words like “yangban” and “sangmin”.  T continues reading the story 

through the words “Suddenly the door slid open.” I am predicting that 

the school master is going to yell at Song-ho and send him away from the 

school.  T charts the prediction and shares the thinking behind her 

prediction…because Song-ho is poor he just does not fit in. My schema is 

that a long time ago that is how things worked, if were rich you went to 

school; if you were poor you did not. T continues to read through the end 

of next page.  Part of my prediction was correct, Master Min did tell 

Song-ho he couldn’t go to school there, but he did not yell at him like I 

predicted. T marks a C for confirmed by the part of her prediction that 

was confirmed. T&T, what are you predicting will happen next? T listens 

in and selects Sts to share. T writes the predictions and thinking behind 

them on the chart. 

Guided: T continues to read, stopping at end of each page to let Sts share 

their predictions and the thinking behind them. T reads through the text 

to the part that reads “Welcome to the Sodang School.” T helps Sts to 

notice when predictions are confirmed or contradicted. 

Lesson recap: Good readers make predictions about what will happen 

next in the text. They back their predictions up with thinking. As readers 

read on in the story they can determine if their predictions have been 

confirmed or contradicted. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What will happen 

next? What is your thinking 

behind your prediction? (use 

questions throughout T&T 

times) 

 

 

 

 

Sts share 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

creating when you are 

reading in IR time? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

(2 column 

chart) 

 

Our predictions 

 

And the 

thinking behind 

them 

 

Connect & Engage: Our book The Royal Bee by Frances and Ginger 

Park is getting exciting. Song-ho has just been welcomed into the Sodang 

School.  What do you predict will happen now that he is actually a 

student in the school? Good readers predict what will happen and 

support their prediction with some thinking. T selects a few Sts to share 

their prediction. 

Guided: T begins reading the text at “That evening Song-ho….” T reads 

next page spread and stops to discuss if Sts predictions were confirmed 

or contradicted. T marks predictions with a C for confirmed on the chart. 

T charts any new predictions and thinking behind them reading through 

to “What does winning the Royal Bee mean to you...”  

Independent: Sts get a copy of the predicting think sheet (pp. 112 of 

RWM). I would like you to now predict who you think will win the Royal 

Bee by writing their name in the blank on the left side of your think sheet. 

On the right side I want you to write the thinking behind your prediction. 

We will share these tomorrow. 

Lesson recap: You are doing such a great job with your predictions in 

our book The Royal Bee. You are supporting those predictions with some 

thinking and then noticing if they are confirmed in the text. That is the 

work of good readers! 

 

T&T: What do you predict 

will happen? 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What will happen 

next? What is your thinking 

behind your prediction? (use 

questions throughout T&T 

times) 

 

 

Independent Practice: Sts 

use the predicting think 

sheet to record prediction 

and their thinking behind it. 

Sts share 

-What are some of the 

mental images you are 

creating when you are 

reading in IR time? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 

3 

 Connect & Engage: Today is the day boys and girls when we will find 

out who wins the Royal Bee. I know you are all waiting to find out! 

Before we read to the end of the book, let’s take some time to share our 

prediction of who will win the Royal Bee and the thinking behind those 

predictions.  

Collaborate: Sts works in groups of 3-4 to share their prediction and the 

thinking behind it. T listens in and selects a few Sts to share to whole 

class. T may select two different predictions if that occurs. T reads to the 

end of the book.  

Lesson recap: Nice job everyone; no matter who you predicted to win 

the Royal Bee, you are all winners because you are doing such a great 

job making predictions with thinking behind them. You are also noticing 

when your predictions are confirmed. As you read in IR, be sure to notice 

your predictions, your thinking behind them and if they get confirmed. 

Collaborative Practice: Sts 

share their predictions and 

the thinking behind them 

with their small groups. 

Sts share 

-What was your 

prediction and the 

thinking behind it?  

-Why do readers predict 

when they read? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes from 

Collaborative Practice 

and share time. 

 

Assessment: 

Sts completed prediction 

think sheet 

-Sts made a reasonable 

prediction 

-Sts noticed if prediction 

was confirmed 

-Sts prediction 

supported with thinking  
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

Inferring 

Meaning of 

Poetry 

 

Chart paper 

with poems on 

them 

(e.g. on pp. 114 

of RWM) 

Connect & Engage: When we were learning and practicing the strategy 

of mental images, we spent some time reading and visualizing some 

different poems. Today we are going to read some poetry and use the 

clues from the text and our background knowledge (BK) to figure out the 

meaning of the poems. Let me show you. 

Model/Guided: This *poem has the title and some of the words missing 

because we are going to use our BK and the available text clues to infer 

what we think the missing word is.  T reads first two lines of the poem. 

The clues in the text “swim in the sea” are making me infer that this 

poem is about a fish. T writes fish on the line and underlines words that 

helped her. T reads on to the next two lines. Now I am inferring it is a 

blue marlin because the words “flipping and shining” make me picture a 

blue marlin. T records thinking and continues with poem. T&T, what are 

you inferring it might be?  T listens in and selects Sts to share. T & Sts 

work through the poem. Together at the bottom of the poem they write 

their final inference supporting it with text evidence. T reads the poem 

with the missing title and words filled in. T and Sts repeat process with 

another poem if time allows. 

Lesson recap: Good readers use their BK and the clues from the text to 

make inferences about what they read. Inferences can be made in stories, 

non-fiction text and in poetry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What are you 

inferring the animal in the 

sea might be? What clues 

make you think that? 

Sts share 

-What are some of the 

predictions you are 

making in IR? What’s 

the thinking behind 

your prediction? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 

5 

 Connect & Engage: You did a great job inferring the missing pieces to 

our poem yesterday. Today you will get a chance to use your BK and the 

clues from the text of another poem to infer. You will work with partners 

or in small groups. 

Collaborate: Each group or set of partners will get the same poem. You 

will work together to read the poem a little at a time like we did 

yesterday, stopping to infer what you think the answer might be. 

Remember to use the clues in the text and your BK.  When you are 

finished, we will share with the class. T listens in on groups, scaffolding 

Sts as needed.  T facilitates the Sts share time. 

Lesson recap: You have done great work all week, making predictions 

and sharing your thinking behind it and now making inferences using 

your BK and the text clues. Good readers use these strategies when they 

read. Be sure you are using them in your IR. You can mark places you 

have inferred with a sticky note or write it in your reading journal. Be 

prepared to share some of your work with me. 

Collaborative Practice: Sts 

will use the poem think 

sheet to infer the missing 

words from their poem. Sts 

will underline words or 

phrases that helped them 

make their inferences along 

the way. 

Sts share 

-How does inferring 

help me as a reader? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes from 

Collaborative Practice 

and share time. 

 

Assessment 

Sts completed poem 

think sheets. 

-Sts merged BK and 

text clues to get 

meaning from poem 

-Sts inferences were 

reasonable and 

supported with text 

clues. 

 
 

MATERIALS:  Reading with Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 109-111 (Day 1-3); pp. 111-114 (Day 4-5) 

*Suggested Lesson Text: Day 1-3 The Royal Bee by Francis & Ginger Park; other titles RWM pp. 125; Days 4-5 Creatures of the Earth, Sea and Sky a collection of poems by 

Georgia Heard.  
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Target(s) for the Week: Use my prior knowledge and text clues to come up with an idea that is not explicitly stated by the author; Infer when the answers to my questions are not 

explicitly stated in the text 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 Connect & Engage: You have done a great job making predictions and 

inferring in the text we have been reading. We know good readers do this 

to help them with the meaning of the story. Good readers also ask 

questions and as we have discovered, not all questions get answered in 

the text. Today we will be reading a wonderful book by Eve Bunting 

called *Smoky Night. We will spend today reading the book and asking 

questions.  

Model/Guided: T begins to read the book and models asking questions, 

jotting them in a notebook. Already on the first page I am wondering 

what people are rioting about? T continues to read on to second page of 

text. It says here “They look angry. But they look happy too.” How can 

people look angry and happy all at the same time? What does that mean?  

T invites Sts to join in and ask their questions as T reads through to the 

end of the book. T writes Sts questions in the notebook along with hers. 

T has Sts occasionally T&T to share their questions with a partner. 

Lesson recap: Good readers ask questions as they read. They 

understand that sometimes these questions will not get answered in the 

text. You have done a great job of asking some very thoughtful questions 

today! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What are you 

wondering about now? 

Sts share 

-What are some 

predictions you have 

made in your IR that 

have been confirmed? 

-Why is it important for 

readers to predict when 

they read? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes form 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

Infer 

(definition 

chart) 

Pictures/words 

(text clues) + 

what we know 

(Background 

knowledge) = 

an inference 

(see PTK Book 

4 pp. 49 

 

Our Questions / 

Our inferences 

Connect & Engage: Look at all these great questions you asked about 

our book Smoky Night by Eve Bunting. For the next two days we will 

spend time discussing these questions so that we can infer some possible 

answers. Good readers use their BK (schema) and the clues from the text 

(pictures and the words) to infer the answer to their questions. T refers 

Sts to the chart with the inference definition on it. 

Model: Let’s look at the first question “How can they look angry and 

happy at the same time?” When I think about this question and go back 

to the page in the book where I asked it, I can see the people carrying the 

TV out of the store. They might be happy because they are taking the TV, 

even though that is wrong. They are angry about something because they 

have been smashing and destroying things. I know when I have gotten 

angry I have wanted to throw something. So I am inferring that in certain 

circumstances people can show more than one emotion at a time. Do you 

see how I used the clues from the pictures and the words and my schema 

to help me infer a possible answer to the question? T thinks aloud to 

infer the answer to another question on the chart. T charts the inferred 

answer next to the question. 

Guided: Are you ready to give this a try? We will only work on one 

question at a time so we can really discuss out thinking. Remember to use 

the clues in the text and your schema to help you infer your answer. 

When good readers make an inference they start by saying I am 

thinking… or I’m inferring…  T and Sts selects the next question and 

work to infer the answer. T records thinking (inference) on the chart 

beside the question. (Note: It is not important to get through every 

question but to work on the process of inferring.) T can have Sts T&T 

with a partner about their thinking. 

Lesson recap: You have had some great inferences to our questions 

today. You are doing a great job supporting your inference with the clues 

from the text and your BK. That is the work of good readers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What are you 

inferring? What helped you 

to think that? 

Sts share 

-What are some 

predictions you have 

made in your IR that 

have been confirmed? 

-Why is it important for 

readers to predict when 

they read? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes form 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

3 

Infer 

(definition 

chart) 

 

 

Our Questions / 

Our inferences 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday you did some great work thinking about 

possible answers to our questions. I know there are many more questions 

you want to infer about today so we will get started. 

Guided: T&T, what do good readers use to help them infer? That is 

right so remember to use those things today. T and Sts use process from 

Day 2 to infer answers to questions on the chart. Not all the questions 

must be answered. The process of practicing the inferring strategy is the 

most important focus of the lesson. T may have Sts that want to continue 

to work on these questions in IR. 

Lesson recap: You have done an amazing job of using the strategy of 

inferring in our book Smoky Night. As good readers you understand 

sometimes questions are not answered in the text and must be inferred. 

You also understand that there can be more than one possible inference 

for each question. As you read your just right books in IR notice when 

you have a question that is not answered in the text and try to infer a 

possible answer. Mark it on a sticky note in your book or write it in your 

reading journal so you can share thinking with others. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What do readers use 

to infer? 

Sts share 

-What strategies do 

good readers use to 

infer? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes form 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 

4 

Question / 

Inference Web 

(RWM pp. 123; 

136 

 

Our Questions 

 

Connect & Engage: You are such curious readers. You ask thoughtful 

questions and work to infer the answers to them. I know how much you 

love non-fiction so I thought today we would ask questions as we read 

Animals Building Homes from our Texas Journeys book. 

Model/Guided:  T can share this book using projector or read it from the 

Sts anthology (Sts do not need a copy today) T reads first page and 

models a question that is not answered in the text. T writes question on a 

sticky note or in her notebook. Sts can write their questions on sticky 

note as T reads the text or T can write in notebook as they ask them 

orally. T and Sts work through the text to ask questions.  

Lesson recap: You definitely are curious readers! So many wonderings 

about animals and their homes. Tomorrow we will use the text clues and 

our schema like good readers do to infer answers to our questions. 

 Sts share 

-What strategies do 

good readers use to 

infer? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes form 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

Our Questions 

 

Question / 

Inference Web 

(RWM pp. 123; 

136 

 

 

Connect & Engage: Look at all these questions. Today we will try 

something new. You and a partner will get a chance to select a question 

that you really want to infer about and work together to come up with 

several possible inferences for that question. After I read through the 

questions, you and your partner will T&T to determine which question 

you want to tackle. It is okay if more than one set of partners chooses the 

same question. 

Model: T reads the questions on the chart and invites Sts to T&T.  T 

reviews the question/inference think sheet by showing them on anchor 

chart. T selects a question and places it in the center of the web. T then 

infers a few possible answers to the question and writes them on the lines 

going out from the center. 

Collaborate: As you work together, remember to use the clues from the 

text and your schema to infer your possible answers. Sts work with 

partners to complete the question web. They think together and record 

the information on their think sheet. Sts may each use own think sheet or 

use one together. Each set of partners has a copy of the Texas Journeys 

anthology open to the Animals Building Homes narrative non-fiction 

piece. T listens in and scaffolds Sts as needed. T facilitates the whole 

group sharing of the questions and inferences. 

Lesson recap: Good readers understand that not all questions are 

answered in the text. They also understand how important it is to work to 

infer the meaning of those unanswered questions to help them better 

understand the meaning of what they are reading. You have done a great 

job with this. As you read your IR books, be sure you use this important 

strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What question do 

you most want to infer 

about? 

 

 

 

Collaborative Practice: Sts 

select their question and 

begin to infer possible 

answers with partner. Sts 

record inferences on their 

question/inference web 

think sheet and share with 

whole group. 

Sts share 

-Which question did 

you select? 

-What were some of 

your inferences? 

-What helped you to 

make that inference? 

(text clues, schema) 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes form 

Sts T&T, collaborative 

practice and share time. 

 

Sts completed 

question/inference web 

think sheet 

Assessment: 

-Sts made a reasonable 

inference 

-Sts used text clues and 

schema to make 

inference 

-Sts had several 

possible inferences for 

the question 

MATERIALS:  Reading with Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 114-115 

*Suggested Lesson text: Days 1-3 Smoky Night by Eve Bunting or other Eve Bunting books except How Many Days to America (used in 3
rd

 grade); Cynthia Rylant books; any 

book that provides for thought provoking questions not answered in the text.  Days 4-5 Animals Building Homes from 2
nd

 Grade Texas Journeys anthology pp. 167 
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Target(s) for the Week: Use context clues to determine the relevant meaning of the unfamiliar words or distinguish among multiple meanings and homographs (by using schema, 

paying attention to text and picture clues, rereading, and engaging in conversation with others); Recognize that some words and phrases have literal and 

non-literal meanings (e.g. take steps) 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 

Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  
Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or Collaborative 

Practice 

What will my students  
be doing? 

Sharing Focus 

(Opportunity to reteach at close 

of Shared Reading and/or 
Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 

(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 
Graded/Ungraded 

1 

Inferring 

Meaning from 

Words 

(RWM pp. 

109) 

Connect and engage: Good readers not only infer to answer questions or 

gain meaning about the story, but they infer to learn the meaning of 

unknown words. Have you ever come across a word in a book you were 

reading and didn’t know what it meant? Did you try to figure it our or 

just read on? This week we will learn some strategies to infer the meaning 

of words we are unfamiliar with. 

Model: I have selected a story from a fabulous author; Patricia Polacco 

called Just Plain Fancy. This is a story about an Amish girl with parents 

who believe in the simple ways of living. Naomi becomes horrified when 

one of her hen eggs hatches into a fancy bird. I want you to watch me as I 

read and notice what I do when I come to words I am not familiar with. T 

reads first page. Hmmm “reins”? I know that word as a weather word, 

but this word is spelled differently. When I reread the sentence “…as he 

drew up the reins and slowly directed the horse into their farmyard” and 

I look at the picture, I am inferring that this word “reins” means those 

leather-looking straps that the man is holding and that are hooked to the 

horse. They must help the man steer the horse.  T fills in anchor chart 

talking aloud to Sts about the anchor chart sections. T reads on and thinks 

aloud on another unfamiliar word. Think a minute about what you saw 

and heard me doing to infer the meaning of the words I didn’t understand. 

Now T&T. T has Sts share what they noticed. You are right! Re-reading, 

paying attention to the words around that word, looking closely at the 

pictures, using my schema, taking my time and thinking really hard are 

all things good readers do to infer unfamiliar words. 

Guided: Now it is your turn! Listen carefully as I read and if you hear a 

word you don’t understand, raise your hand and we’ll work together to 

infer its meaning. T & Sts work to infer one or two words (more if time 

allows). 

Lesson recap: Good readers understand that skipping words they don’t 

know may make meaning break down when they read. Good readers stop 

and use different strategies to help them, like rereading, looking at the 

words and pictures, and using their schema. All these things help good 

readers infer the meaning of unfamiliar words. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What do you do in IR 

when you don’t know what 

a word means? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What did you see and 

hear me do to infer those 

unknown words? 

Sts share 

-What do good readers 

use to make inferences? 

-What inferences have 

you made to questions 

you’ve had in your IR 

books? 

 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes about 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

 Connect & Engage: You did a nice job working to infer the meaning of 

words you weren’t familiar with. T&T with a partner about some of the 

strategies you used yesterday to help you infer unknown (UK) words. T 

selects Sts to share and helps them include all the possible strategies. 

Let’s work together to figure out some unfamiliar words in our story Just 

Plain Fancy. 

Guided: T continues to read the book, as Sts raise their hand to share 

unknown words. T & Sts work together to infer meaning of UK words 

and chart the strategies used to figure them out. As words with multiple 

meanings are encountered or if homographs are identified, T takes 

opportunity to discuss. 

Lesson recap: What a difference it makes to stop and think about those 

words we are unsure of. Those words are important and help make 

meaning in the story. Good readers use their schema, the words and the 

pictures in the text, and rereading to help them infer the meaning of 

those unfamiliar words, just like we did today. That makes us good 

readers too! 

T&T: What strategies did 

we use to infer the meaning 

of unknown words 

yesterday? 

Sts share 

-What do good readers 

use to make 

inferences? 

-What inferences have 

you made to questions 

you’ve had in your IR 

books? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes about 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 

3 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today we will finish our book Just 

Plain Fancy. You are doing a fantastic job as good readers listening for 

those words you don’t understand and then working to infer their 

meaning before we read on. 

Guided: T and Sts will use process from Day 2 to complete the book. T 

may not stop to talk about every word identified by Sts. The focus of the 

lesson is to be sure Sts understand how to apply the strategy. If chosen 

book has a glossary in the back, T & Sts can compare their definitions 

against those in the glossary. T can mark with a C for confirmed and an 

X if definition is contradicted by the glossary. Sts share what they 

learned about inferring the meaning of unknown words. 

Lesson recap: I cannot wait to hear how this strategy is working for you 

in your own books! You have figured out how to infer the meaning of 

unknown words by using the picture and word clues, activating your 

schema and rereading. Good readers use this strategy each time they 

pick up a book and I know you will too. 

 Sts share 

-What did you learn 

about inferring the 

meaning of unknown 

words?  

-How does this help 

you as a reader? 

-How will you use this 

in independent 

reading? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes about 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

 Connect & Engage: As good readers, we have been using the text clues 

(both pictures and words), our schema and rereading to help us infer the 

meaning to unfamiliar or unknown words. We understand how important 

those words are to the text and we want to be sure we figure out those 

words. Sometimes, just like in our text we just read, a word can have 

more than one meaning. It can be spelled the same way but mean 

something different. Let’s explore this some more with some books I 

picked as examples of this very idea. 

Model: The text I have chosen for today is called KAT KONG by Dave 

Pilkey. He has written other books like Dogzilla and A Friend for 

Dragon. As I read, I will be stopping to discuss some words or phrases 

that can have two meanings. T reads book through to “…they took 

special care not to let the cat out of the bag.” Has anyone ever heard 

that expression before “let the cat out of the bag”? It means you have 

shared a secret or something that was not supposed to be told to others. 

An expression like that one would be a non-literal meaning of the word. 

In our story, the author has Kat Kong in a bag so when the text says “not 

to the let the cat out of the bag”, it is meant literally. Physically don’t let 

Kat Kong out of that bag. Is this making sense? I must think about what 

the meaning of the word or phrase is, and then choose the meaning that 

makes sense in that place in the book. T reads in the text through the part 

where “The ferocious feline tore through the streets…” Let’s go back to 

the part where is says “tore through the streets”. T&T to a partner, what 

do you think the word tore means? Can it mean more than one thing? T 

listens in and selects Sts (with different definitions of the word tore) to 

share. Both of you are right: “tore” sometimes means to rip something, 

to tear it. The other thing it can mean is to move through some place with 

force, like “a tornado tore through the town”. So which meaning fits 

here? T&T. T reads on to discuss phrase “The cat’s got my tongue” 

(literal and non-literal); “tailing” (homograph); “fallen” and “curiosity 

killed the cat”. 

T stops to model and let Sts T&T. T scaffolds Sts thinking pointing out 

homographs and literal and non-literal meanings of words and phrases. 

Lesson recap: Good readers know it is important not to just read the 

words in the text but to understand them. Sometimes readers need to 

recognize that words have more than one meaning. The reader must look 

at the clues in the text to help them decide which meaning is the right one 

for that place in the text. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts listening to the text as T 

reads and models multiple 

meaning words and phrases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What does the word 

tore mean? Does it mean 

more than one thing? 

T&T: Which meaning of the 

word "tore" fits here? 

Sts share 

-What words have you 

had to infer the meaning 

of in your IR books. 

What helped you? 

-How does inferring 

help you as a reader? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes about 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading 

Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

 Connect and Engage: Yesterday we read Kat Kong to help us to better 

understand multiple meaning words and how to recognize which 

meaning fit with the text. By the end of our lesson, you were really 

thinking about those meanings! Good readers understand that this is part 

of their job as readers: to understand what the words of the text mean. 

Guided: We are going to try this again today, only we will use some 

poems from a collection of poems called Insectlopedia by Douglas 

Florian. Let’s start with “The Inchworm”. T reads poem to Sts. T ask Sts 

to T&T.  T listens in and selects Sts who can identify some of the words 

(march, pinch, stick, sticks). T underlines the word in the poem and then 

asks Sts to T&T about the multiple meaning of the word. T & Sts work 

through each word. “How do you know which one is the right meaning?” 

Independent: Sts are given a copy of the poem The Caterpillar. T reads 

the poem. Sts take the poem and identify the multiple meaning word and 

writes the meanings of the word (“leaves”) 

Sts then use the text of the poem to infer the meaning (the caterpillar 

creates a chrysalis and comes out a butterfly). T moves around among 

Sts to support them as needed. T facilitates the Sts sharing of their word 

meaning inference. 

Lesson recap: Good readers know that when they come to an unfamiliar 

word or phrase they must infer its meaning. Sometimes words have more 

than one meaning and so good readers have to think about which 

meaning will make sense in that place in the text. You have done a great 

job using the pictures and words of the text and your schema to help you 

infer the meaning of words this week. Be sure as you come to unfamiliar 

words in your IR, you use this strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: Did you notice any 

words that have more than 

one meaning to them? 

 

 

 

Independent Practice: Sts 

identify the meanings of the 

multiple meaning words and 

record them on their think 

sheet. Sts also infer the 

overall meaning of the poem 

using the clues in the text 

and their BK. 

Sts share 

-What word in the 

poem had more than 

one meaning? What 

were those meanings? 

-What was this poem 

about? What words/ 

phrases helped you the 

most to make your 

inference? 

 

-How does inferring 

help you as a reader? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes about 

Sts T&T, independent 

practice and share time. 

 

Assessment: 

Sts completed word 

meaning/inference think 

sheet 

Did Sts 

-recognize the multiple 

meaning word 

-give the correct 

meanings 

-make a reasonable 

inference about the 

main idea of the poem 

MATERIALS: Reading with Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 107-109 

Suggested Lesson Text:  Days 1-3: Just Plain Fancy or other Patricia Polacco books; any children’s literature that has opportunities to solve the meaning of unfamiliar words using 

text clues and background knowledge.  

 Day 4: Kat Kong or Dogzilla by Dave Pilkey; Epossumondos by Colleen Sally or other text that have words with multiple meanings. 

 Day 5: Insectlopedia by Douglas Florian or other poems that have multiple meaning words in them and that allow Sts to infer the overall idea of the poem 
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The Caterpillar 

 

She eats eight leaves at least 

To fill her, 

Which leaves her like a  

Fatterpillar, 

Then she rents a room inside 

A pupa, 

And checks out: Madame Butterfly— 

How super! 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

My Word Meaning Think Sheet 
 

Name   

 

The multiple meaning word is   

 

In line   of the poem it means   

  
 

In line   of the poem means   

  
 

I infer that this poem is about   

  

  
 

Underline the parts of the text that helped you make that inference. 
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Target(s) for the Week: Make inferences about text using textual evidence to support understanding; Describe main characters in works of fiction, including their traits, 

motivations, and feelings; Infer character’s intentions or feelings; Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

2 Column T-

chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

 

Connect & Engage: As we continue to use our background knowledge 

and clues from the text to make inferences in the new texts we will read, 

we will also look carefully at the main characters of the text so we can 

describe their traits, and infer their motivations and feelings. Doing this 

helps us as readers better understand the meaning of what we read.  

Modeled: Our book today is by Eve Bunting and it is titled *One Green 

Apple. In this story, a class is going on a field trip to an apple orchard. 

Farah has only been in school for one day prior to this and speaks no 

English. How many of you have ever been the new kid at school? How 

many of you were the new kid and didn’t speak the language? T&T about 

how Farah might be feeling? T listens in and a few Sts share their 

inferences. T begins to read the text, stopping to model. I am inferring 

that Farah feels out of place with her class. The customs of her country 

must be different because boys and girls don’t sit together. I wonder if 

there are other things that are different for her.  T continues to read 

modeling inferences and/or describing character traits, motivations and 

feelings. T notes if question asked is answered or if inferring must occur. 

T can invite Sts to T&T about their thinking after T models. T listens in 

to Sts. T reads through about half of the text, modeling every few pages 

(through pp. 18). 

Lesson recap: Good readers notice the characters in a story and pay 

attention to the traits, feelings and motivations of those characters. Many 

times authors do not tell us specifically about how a character feels or 

why they do what they do. We must infer those things about the 

characters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: How do you think 

Farah is feeling right now? 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What are you 

inferring about ____? 

Sts share 

-Where have you made 

inferences in your IR 

and how has it helped 

you? (this includes 

inferring meaning of 

unknown words) 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

2 Column T-chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intention 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

 

 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we read part of the book *One Green Apple by 

Eve Bunting. Paying close attention to the text, we were able to infer the main 

character's feelings and intentions. We know that as good readers, the author 

does not always share everything about the characters so we must make 

inferences in order to better understand the text. 

Guided: As I read the rest of the story today, you will be watching/listening for 

clues in the text and pairing that with your schema to make inferences about our 

main character’s feelings and intentions. Let’s get started. T starts to read on pp. 

19. T&T about Farah and the green apple-what can you infer? Note: At each 

T&T, the T will listen in and select Sts to share thinking and then record 

information on the anchor chart. T reads on in the book stopping to let Sts make 

inferences about the main character’s feelings and intentions. After completing 

the book, T & Sts review the inference anchor chart. Then T facilitates discussion 

describing the main character’s traits, feelings and motivations throughout the 

story. T records response on the anchor chart. 

Lesson recap: You made some great inferences about the main character in our 

story today. You were able to infer her feeling and intentions. Good readers 

know that this helps bring meaning to the text. You also did a nice job describing 

the character traits, motivations and feelings of our main character. Think about 

the characters in the books you are reading during independent reading. What 

can you infer about these characters so you can get more meaning from the 

story? Try this strategy in your IR, so you can share some of your inferences with 

the class. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What can you infer 

about Farah and the green 

apple? 

Sts share 

-What questions have you 

been asking in your IR 

that you have needed to 

infer the answer because it 

was not found in the text? 

-How has inferring 

answers to questions 

helped you as a reader? 

 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from Sts 

T&T and share time. 

3 

2 Column T-chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

Connect & Engage: As readers we are learning how to infer the feelings and 

intentions of the main characters so that we can gain more meaning from the 

texts we read. It is important to be able to describe the traits, motivations and 

feelings of the characters so that we can better understand what is happening. 

We will continue this for the rest of the week reading another title from Eve 

Bunting. 

Modeled/Guided: This book is called *Fly Away Home. It is the story of a father 

and son who are living in an airport because they are homeless. I will read the 

first few pages and show you how I make some inferences about our main 

characters. T begins to read the book, looking carefully at the illustrations and 

thinking about the words in the text. As I look at the illustrations and think of the 

words “Don’t get noticed” I am inferring that the dad is observant and smart. 

He knows how to keep himself and his son safe.  T records observation on new 

anchor chart.  T continues to read and has Sts join guided practice. T stops every 

few pages to allow for T&T time and selects Sts to share their thinking with the 

group. T records Sts responses on the anchor chart. T & Sts work through one 

half of the text. 

Lesson recap: You have already made some insightful inferences about the main 

characters of this book. Good readers know authors sometimes leave the feelings 

and intentions of a character unsaid and the reader must use their schema and 

the text clues to make inferences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts observe T as inferring 

character feelings and 

intentions is modeled. 

Sts share 

-Where have you made 

inferences in your IR and 

how has it helped you? 

(this includes inferring 

meaning of unknown 

words) 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

2 Column T-

chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today we will finish our book, Fly 

Way Home by Eve Bunting thinking about the characters traits, 

motivations and feelings so we make inferences about that to help us 

better understand the story. 

Guided Practice: T & Sts will complete book much as they did on Day 

2 with the other title.  T allows time for T&T, listens in and selects Sts to 

share. T charts Sts thinking. 

Lesson recap: Good readers understand the importance of inferring the 

feelings and intentions of the main characters of the text. This helps the 

reader gain a better understanding of what is happening and why. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: about inferences 

made about character 

feelings and intentions 

Sts share 

-What inferences have 

you made regarding the 

feelings and intentions 

of the characters in IR 

books? 

-How has making these 

inferences helped you 

as reader?  

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 

5 

Author Study  

5 Column chart 

 

Book Title/ 

 

Character & 

descriptors/ 

 

Setting/ 

 

Plot(Events)/ 

 

Theme (used in 

later lessons) 

 

(**see attached 

example of 

chart) 

Connect & Engage: We have read two great works by Eve Bunting this 

week. Today we will take a look at each book and complete the anchor 

chart I have posted.  T shares anchor chart categories with Sts. 

Modeled/Guided: Let’s take a look back at the first book we read this 

week, *One Green Apple. Who was our main character and what are 

some of her traits, motivations and feelings. You can look back at our 

anchor chart we created if you need some help.  T facilitates the 

discussion with Sts as they work through each category for this book and 

for the other book read this week: *Fly Away Home.  T & Sts will list 

the important events of the story in the plot section. The last column 

“theme” will not be used at this time but will be used in later lessons so T 

may cover this column or fold it under. 

Lesson recap: You have done a nice job thinking about the books we 

read this week and the elements of each story. We will be using this chart 

again next week and the following week to look at some similarities and 

differences in these book written by Eve Bunting (or chosen author). 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts participate in the 

completion of the Author 

Study anchor chart for the 

books read this week. 

Sts share 

-What inferences have 

you made regarding the 

feelings and intentions 

of the main characters 

in IR books? 

-How has making these 

inferences helped you 

as reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share time 

 

MATERIALS: Suggested Lesson Text: Select an author and plan to use 2 of their titles for Week 16 and then 2 titles in Week 17. This is necessary in order to meet TEK 9A (Describe 

similarities and differences in the plots and settings of several works by the same author) in Weeks 17 & 18 of Unit 6. 

Example authors/titles: 

Eve Bunting:  Someday a Tree; Fly Away Home; The Wednesday Surprise; Dandelions; A Day’s Work; Flower Garden; One Green Apple;  

                     Smoky Night (Suggested Lesson Text for Unit 5 Week 14) 

Cynthia Rylant:  The Great Gracie Chase; The Relatives Came; When I Was Young in the Mountains; The Old Woman Who Named Things; Every Living Thing:  

                          A Collection of Short Stories; The Blue Hill Meadows; Alligator Boy 

 

**Author Study Anchor Chart to be used on Day 5 in Weeks 16 & 17 and Day 1 of Week 18 (sample chart available with this lesson plan) 
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Author Study Anchor Chart (TEK 9A) 
 

Title Character   & 

Description of 

traits, motivations 

& feelings 

Setting Plot (Important 

Events) 

Theme 
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Target(s) for the Week: Use my prior knowledge and text clues to come up with an idea that is not explicitly stated by the author; Infer when the answers to my questions are not 

explicitly stated in the text 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 2 Column T-

chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

 

Connect & Engage: We have been learning to infer the feelings and 

intentions of the main characters in the texts we have been reading. We 

will continue to do that this week but we will also look more closely at 

the plot. The plot is made up of the events of the story. Many times there 

are several events within one story and the reader must follow them all to 

understand the plot. Today as we read A Day’s Work by Eve Bunting, we 

will practice these strategies. T&T – what do we do when we infer? 

Modeled: A Day’s Work is about a little boy and his grandfather trying 

to find work to help pay for the food for dinner.  T begins to read the text 

and stops to infer: I think all of these men are looking for work for the 

day. We have a place like this in my community and I have seen men get 

hired to do work for a day. Maybe that is why the book is called A Day’s 

Work.  T continues to read making other inferences such as: When I read 

the words “When there is money to spare they’d get him a jacket like 

Francisco’s with sleeves long enough to cover his hands…” I am 

inferring that Francisco is protective of his grandfather and wants to 

take care of him. T records her response on the anchor chart.  

Guided: T & Sts read through about half of the text. T has Sts T&T 

every couple of pages to make inferences about the text and the main 

characters' feelings and intentions. T listens in and selects Sts to share, 

recording the responses on the anchor chart. T and Sts review the events 

that have happened so far in the book. 

Lesson recap: Good readers pay attention to the characters and events 

of a story, inferring when the author does not state things in the text. 

Nice work today! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What do we do when 

we infer? What do we use? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What can you infer 

about the characters? 

T&T What has happened so 

far in the story? 

Sts share 

-What inferences have 

you made regarding the 

feelings and intentions 

of the characters in IR 

books? 

-How has making these 

inferences helped you 

as reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share 

time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

2 Column T-

chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we… Today we will finish our book A 

Day’s Work by Eve Bunting. You will get your own 2 column think sheet 

that matches our anchor chart so as I am reading and you can write your 

inferences about the events and the characters.  

Guided: T continues in the text, stopping at the end of each page or 

every couple of pages to give Sts time to jot their thinking. T will allow 

T&T time as well. T will listen in and select Sts to share. T records some 

responses on class anchor chart. T and Sts discuss how the events of the 

story build together and are important to one another.  T facilitates 

sharing focus discussion with Sts. 

Lesson recap: Great work readers! You were using your schema and the 

clues from the text to infer the feelings and intentions of the characters in 

the story. You also followed the events of the story, paying attention to 

how they fit together to form the plot. Try these very strategies in your 

own just right reading each day. 

Sts will each have a clip 

board and a think sheet to 

record their inferences. 

 

 

 

T&T: about inferences 

from the book. 

 

 

 

T&T: How are the events 

of this story important to 

one another? 

-What are the important 

things Francisco has 

begun to learn? 

2 Column T-chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or Intentions 

 

 

 

Character/  

Description 

3 

& 

4 

2 Column T-

chart 

 

Character/ 

Feeling or 

Intentions 

 

Character/  

Description 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today we will read another book by 

the author Eve Bunting (or selected author). By reading the different 

books by the same author we can study the characters, setting and plot to 

see similarities and differences. Our book today is called *Someday A 

Tree. 

Modeled/Guided: T & Sts will repeat lesson from Day 1 & 2 for Days 3 

& 4. 

Lesson recap: T adapts recap from previous day(s). 

Sts will each have a clip 

board and a think sheet to 

record their inferences. 

 

 

 

 

T&T: about inferences 

from the book. 

 

Sts share 

-How does inferring 

help you as a reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from Sts 

T&T and share time. 

 

Sts think sheet notes on 

inferences made. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

Author Study  

5 Column chart 

 

Book Title/ 

 

Character & 

descriptors/ 

 

Setting/ 

 

Plot(Events)/ 

 

Theme (used in 

later lessons) 

 

(**see attached 

example of 

chart) 

Connect & Engage: We have read two more great works by Eve Bunting 

this week. Today we will take a look at each book and complete the 

anchor chart I have posted.  T shares anchor chart categories with Sts. 

Modeled/Guided: Let’s take a look back at the first book we read this 

week, *A Day’s Work. Who were our main characters and what were 

some of their traits, motivations and feelings?  T facilitates the discussion 

with Sts as they work through each category for this book and for the 

other book read this week: *Someday A Tree.  T & Sts will list the 

important events of the story in the plot section. The last column “theme” 

will not be used at this time but will be used in later lessons so T may 

cover this column or fold it under. 

Lesson recap: You have done a nice job thinking about the books we 

read this week and the elements of each story. We will be using this chart 

again next week look at some similarities and differences in all of these 

book written by Eve Bunting (or chosen author). 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts participate in the 

completion of the Author 

Study anchor chart for the 

books read this week. 

Sts share 

-Which of the Eve 

Bunting books did you 

enjoy the most? 

-Why? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts T&T and share time 

 

MATERIALS: Suggested Lesson Text: Select an author and plan to use 2 of their titles for Week 16 and then 2 titles in Week 17. This is necessary in order to meet TEK 9A (Describe 

similarities and differences in the plots and settings of several works by the same author) in Weeks 17 & 18 of Unit 6. 

Example authors/titles: 

Eve Bunting:  Someday a Tree; Fly Away Home; The Wednesday Surprise; Dandelions; A Day’s Work; Flower Garden; One Green Apple;  

                     Smoky Night (Suggested Lesson Text for Unit 5 Week 14) 

Cynthia Rylant:  The Great Gracie Chase; The Relatives Came; When I Was Young in the Mountains; The Old Woman Who Named Things; Every Living Thing:  

                          A Collection of Short Stories; The Blue Hill Meadows; Alligator Boy 

 

**Author Study Anchor Chart to be used on Day 5 in Weeks 16 & 17 and Day 1 of Week 18 (sample chart available with this lesson plan) 
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Target(s) for the Week: Make inferences about text using textual evidence to support understanding; Infer characters’ intentions and feelings; Describe similarities and 

differences in the plots and setting of several works by the same author; Identify the elements of dialogue and use them in informal plays; Explain how 

inferring helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 

Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  
Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or Collaborative 

Practice 

What will my students  
be doing? 

Sharing Focus 

(Opportunity to reteach at close 

of Shared Reading and/or 
Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 

(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 
Graded/Ungraded 

1 

Completed 

Author Study 

anchor chart 

 

 

 

Venn Diagram 

or T-chart 

 

Setting 

Sim./Diff. 

 

 

 

Plot 

Sim./Diff. 

Connect & Engage: We have been reading books by Eve Bunting for the 

last few weeks. We have done this so we can study some of the work she 

has done. Today we will look at the similarities and differences in the 

books we have read by her, thinking about the characters, setting and plot 

of each book. T&T with your partner sharing an inference you made 

about one of the characters from the book you liked best in this author 

study.  

Model/Guided: Let’s take a look at our Author Study chart and read 

through the information we have collected about each book.  T & Sts read 

through the anchor chart created the previous two weeks. Now let’s go 

back and look at the setting of each story. A similarity I noticed is that in 

Someday A Tree, One Green Apple, and A Day’s Work, the setting is 

outside in nature. T&T, what are some similarities? What are some 

differences?  T has Sts T&T, listens in and selects Sts to share. T may 

also facilitate a whole group discussion after the T&T before charting 

responses. The other story element we want to look at is the plot. What 

are some similarities and what are some differences in the plots of these 

works by Eve Bunting? I noticed that the characters in A Day’s Work and 

in Fly Away Home are in need of work to help support their families. T&T 

about what you noticed is the same. What did you notice that is different? 

T listens in and selects Sts to share. T facilitates a whole group discussion 

after the T&T before charting responses. T facilitates the sharing focus 

question at end of lesson. 

Lesson recap: Did you enjoy this lesson? I sure did! As good readers we 

understand the importance of looking at an author, noticing what they do 

with the characters, setting and plot of their stories. Many times an 

author has some ideas/parts of a story that are the same in more than one 

book they write. This helps us to use what we know in one book and apply 

it to another book by that author. But that author may also want to make 

ideas/parts of the story different so that we must use our strategies to 

predict and infer. I encourage each of you to read several titles by one 

author and compare the setting and plots to see what you discover about 

that author and the books they write. 

T&T: What is one inference 

you made about a character 

in your favorite book read in 

this author study? 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What are the 

similarities (and 

differences) in the setting of 

the 4 books we have read by 

Eve Bunting? 

 

T&T: What are the 

similarities (and 

differences) in the plot of 

the 4 books we have read by 

Eve Bunting? 

Sts share 

-How does noticing the 

similarities and 

differences of the 

setting and plot in 

books by the same 

author help you as a 

reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

Completed 

Author Study 

anchor chart 

 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…today you will get a chance to make some 

comparisons of the settings and plots from our Eve Bunting author study when 

we add in another book by Eve Bunting.  

Collaborate/Independent: T determines if Sts will work in small 

groups/partners or independently. T reads Smoky Night by Eve Bunting (this 

should not be first time Sts have heard text) used in Unit 5 Week 14. Sts will 

listen and identify the setting and the events of the plot as T reads book. Sts will 

then use Smoky Night and the other books in the author study to compare 

similarities and differences in the setting and plot of those stories. Sts use a think 

sheet that matches the comparison anchor chart used on Day 1. T moves about 

the room listening in on groups, partners, or individual Sts asking them to share 

their thinking. T facilitates the Sts discussion at share time. 

Lesson recap: Good readers can compare the similarities and differences of the 

plot and setting author of several books by the same author. 

Collaborative /Independent 

Practice: 

Sts compare the similarities and 

differences of Smoky Night to 

the other titles in the author 

study.  Sts work with a small 

group, partner or on their own 

to complete the Venn Diagram 

or T-chart for setting and plot. 

Sts share their learning. 

Sts share 

-What did you find similar 

or different about the 

setting and plot in Smoky 

Night compared to the 

other Eve Bunting stories? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

collaborative or 

independent practice and 

share time. 

 

 

Assessment 

Sts can… 

-Describe the similarities 

and differences in setting 

in books by same author 

-Describe the similarities 

and differences in plot in 

books by same author 

 

3 

Elements of 

dialogue 

-change in 

speaker signaled 

by character’s 

name 

-actions of story 

spoken by 

character 

-stage directions 

that occur 

through the 

dialogue 

 

 

2 Column T-

chart:  

 

Inferences we 

made from 

Dialogue 

 

Character/ 

Feelings or 

Intentions 

 

Connect & Engage: We have spent a great deal of time making inferences in 

picture books. For the rest of the week we are going to look at a different genre – 

informal plays also known as Reader’s Theatre. We have studied Reader’s 

Theatre and the dialogue during Interactive Read Aloud as we were learning to 

create mental images. Now we will learn how to use the elements of dialogue to 

make inferences about the characters’ intentions and feelings. 

Model: T may want to use document camera to display Reader’s Theatre text for 

Sts. T previews the Reader's Theatre text with Sts. T reviews the elements of 

informal plays (how an informal play is structured), showing Sts the layout of the 

text and shares that while most dialogue in text is marked by quotation marks, in 

informal plays almost all of the text is dialogue and it is signaled by the change in 

speakers in the script rather than quotation marks. Within the dialogue is where 

the story of the informal play takes place. The actions of the story (that might 

usually be described by the author in other texts) are spoken by the characters 

through dialogue. Stage directions also occur through dialogue. T begins to read 

the informal play. As I read the dialogue of this character, I am inferring that 

_________. Those words that he/she said and my schema help me to think that 

because _______. T continues to read more dialogue in the play and models at 

least one more inference before Sts join in. T&T, what are you inferring about 

the character at this point?  T listens in and may select Sts to share. T records 

responses on anchor chart. T & Sts continue to read through play as time allows  

Lesson recap: Good readers are able to read many genres and apply the 

strategies needed to make sense of what they are reading. Good readers can infer 

the feelings and intentions of the characters using the text clues in the dialogue 

and their schema.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What can you infer 

about the character? 

Sts share 

-How does making 

inferences help me as a 

reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

Same anchor 

charts as Day 3 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we…Today we will continue to read our informal 

play called _________. T&T about some of the things you were able to infer 

from the dialogue so far. 

Guided: T & Sts continue to read the informal play, stopping to use the textual 

evidence in the dialogue to make inferences including those about the characters’ 

intentions and feelings. T allows for T&T, listens in and records responses on the 

anchor chart. T & Sts work through another section of the play with the time 

allowed. 

Lesson recap: Dialogue in informal plays contains the story for the reader. 

Good readers know how to use the dialogue and their own schema to make 

inferences that help them better understand the play. 

 

T&T: What can you infer from 

the dialogue so far? 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: about inferences made 

(T guides the questions) 

Sts share 

-How does making 

inferences help me as a 

reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

T&T and share time. 

 

5 

Same anchor 

charts as Day 3 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we... You have done a great job inferring the 

meaning of this play and the feelings and intentions to the characters using the 

dialogue. Today you will get a chance to do this again with a partner or on your 

own. T will determine if this is collaborative or independent practice. 

Collaborate/Independent: T provides copies of the last section of the play for 

Sts. T places Sts w/ partners or working alone.  Today you will finish reading 

through the play, using the dialogue to help you make inferences about the story 

and the characters’ intentions and feelings. You will record your responses on 

the think sheet that looks like the anchor chart we have been using. I will stop by 

to talk with you about your thinking and help you if you have questions. T 

monitors Sts, listening and supporting them as needed. T facilitates Sts sharing of 

their inferences. 

Lesson recap: You are definitely good readers. You can identify the elements of 

dialogue and make inferences about an informal play using the dialogue and 

your schema. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborative/Independent 

Practice: Sts will use a copy of 

a section of the Reader’s 

Theatre and a think sheet to 

record inferences made about 

the play and the characters’ 

intentions or feelings. 

Sts share 

-Inferences made in the 

Reader’s Theatre 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

collaborative or 

independent practice and 

share time. 

 

 

St Assessment: 

Can Students… 

 Identify the 

elements of 

dialogue 

 Use dialogue to  

make inferences 

about the play 

and its 

characters 

 

MATERIALS: Day 1-2: Author Study anchor chart completed from Week 16 - Day 5 and Week 17 - Day 5 

Day 2: Suggested Lesson Text: Smoky Night (read previously in Unit 5 Week 14) 

Day 3-5: Suggested Lesson Text – Reader’s Theatre with a range of reading level parts and opportunities for Sts to use the informal play dialogue to make inferences.  
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Target(s) for the Week: Use my prior knowledge to draw conclusions and form unique interpretations of the text; Infer from  text features, pictures and words; Infer to surface 

big ideas supported by evidence from the text; Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 Connect & Engage: I am excited for our work today during interactive read 

aloud. We have been practicing the strategy of inferring for several weeks now. 

T&T to a partner about what it means to infer and how it helps you as a reader. 

T listens in and selects Sts to share. Today you will get a chance to put your 

inferring strategies to work using the poem and acting out what you infer or 

interpret it means. Sounds like fun doesn’t it? 

Model/Collaborate: I have several poems we are going to read today. So let’s 

take some time to read carefully through each poem a few times. T leads the Sts 

through the reading (at least 2x each) of each poem.  Think carefully about the 

poems we just read. Which one of them is most interesting to you? Which one 

makes you think “Hmmm, what is this poem really about?” Choose one you’d 

like to understand better.  T directs Sts to a place in the room once they have 

selected the poem of their choice. T provides each group with copies of the 

poem they will be interpreting. Now you will work together to figure out what 

the poem means and how your group will best interpret the poem you have 

chosen. Good Luck!  Sts begin work on their interpretation of the poem as T 

circulates the room to confer and support groups. Sts work for 10-15 minutes to 

interpret their poem, thinking about the dramatic interpretation they will use. 

Lesson recap: Good readers use their schema and the text clues to draw 

conclusions and form interpretations (infer) of different texts – like poetry. You 

have done a good job working with your group to build off of each other’s ideas 

to create your interpretation. 

T&T: What does it mean to 

infer? How does inferring 

help you as reader? 

 

 

 

 

 

Sts participate as able in the 

reading of the poems on 

chart paper. 

 

 

Collaborative Practice: Sts 

work with a group to think 

through the meaning of their 

selected poem and how they 

will share their 

interpretation through 

drama. 

Sts share 

-what inferences are 

you making in your IR 

books? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

T&T and collaborative 

group work. 

2 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday you were able to work with a group on a poem 

you selected to interpret. Today we will finish our thinking about how we will 

share our dramatic interpretations and then spend the remainder of our time 

watching each group’s interpretation. 

Collaborative: You will get a few minutes to review with your group the 

dramatic interpretation you will share with the whole class. T circulates room to 

support the groups. T facilitates the whole group, as small groups share their 

interpretation. Sts share how this has helped them better understand the poems. 

Lesson recap: I hope you enjoyed this lesson on using dramatic interpretation 

to gain better understanding of a poem. We know that we cannot always use 

dramatic interpretation to infer the meaning of a story or poem but it is good for 

readers to explore different ways to infer meaning. Good readers make 

inferences to carefully understand what they are reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborative Practice: St 

groups share their dramatic 

interpretation with the 

whole group. Sts share at 

the end of lesson how using 

this strategy helped them 

better understand the poems. 

Sts share 

-How did using 

dramatic interpretation 

help you better 

understand the poem? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

collaborative group 

work. 

 

 

     Using schema and 

text  

     clues Sts can: 

-draw conclusions 

-form unique 

interpretations of the 

text  
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

3 

Infer 

(definition 

chart) 

Pictures/words 

(text clues) + 

what we know 

(Background 

knowledge) = 

an inference 

(PTK Book 4 

pp. 49) 

 

(2 column 

chart) 

I learned / 

I inferred 

 

(pp. 50 of PTK 

Lesson 15) 

Connect & Engage: Today as we read, we will be using all of the 

strategies we have learned so far about inferring. T&T with a partner 

about what good readers do when they infer.  Sts share their thinking and 

T reviews anchor chart. Good readers use the text features, pictures and 

words and merge it with their PK to infer as they read. Take a moment 

and close your eyes…Think about what it would be like to ________. 

T&T to a partner about what you were thinking and imagining. What 

pictures did you see in your mind? Today we are going to read about 

_______ in a book called *_______ by ________. As you listen, think 

about the pictures, information and what is happening in the story. When 

a book has both a story and information in it, we call it narrative NF. We 

have read a book like this before. In this book the author does not always 

tell us exactly what is happening, so we will have to infer. 

Model: T and Sts discuss cover and then T begins to read, stopping after 

a few sentences to talk about what can be inferred from the picture. I 

made that inference and read some words that confirmed what I thought. 

T records the inference on the anchor chart in the “I inferred” column 

and the evidence from the text in the “I learned” column. T models again 

after reading more text.  

Guide: T then guides Sts, having them T&T about their new learning 

and inferences made. (T & Sts work through 1/2 of the text stopping 

every couple of pages.) T records Sts thinking on anchor chart. These are 

very thoughtful inferences. Your inferences are reasonable because you 

have tied your thinking to the text. Remember that a story can always go 

in different ways from what we infer and predict. As we continue to read, 

see if your inferences are confirmed. T reminds Sts to stop to figure out 

unfamiliar words modeling if necessary – What do you infer the word 

means? What helped you to figure it out? (schema, pictures, words) 

Lesson recap: Good readers use the text features, the pictures and the 

words along with their schema to help them infer meaning when the 

author does not state exactly what is happening. 

 

T&T: What do good 

readers do when they infer? 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What were you 

thinking & imagining 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What inference can 

you make? What helped 

you? What did you learn? 

Sts share 

-How does making 

inferences help you as a 

reader? 

-Can you give an 

example from your IR? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes of Sts 

T&T 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

Infer 

(definition 

chart) 

 

 

(2 column 

chart) 

I learned / 

I inferred 

 

(pp. 50 of PTK 

Lesson 15) 

Connect & Engage: Yesterday we began to read the book *_______ by 

_______. As good readers, we were using the text features, pictures and words 

along with our schema to help us infer meaning. We will continue this today, but 

I also want us to think about the big idea in this story. The big idea or theme of a 

story is what the author wants us to take away from the story…what will we 

remember. Some stories have more than one theme or big idea. Listen carefully 

as I read today, and see if you notice any big ideas the author has for us. 

Guide: You each have a think sheet to record your learning and inferences on. 

As we read, I will give you time to stop and jot your thinking. T and Sts read to 

the end of the text. Sts T&T to share their thinking as T listens in. T records 

selected St responses on the anchor chart. T reminds Sts to be thinking about the 

big idea of this narrative NF story. (T & Sts read to the end of the book) 

Lesson recap: Good readers know that in order to understand the meaning of 

the text, they must merge the information (features, pictures, and words) from the 

book with their schema to infer. You have done a great job with this. As you 

listened to the text today, you also began to think about the big idea of the story. 

What does the author want me to think about? We will spend some more time 

tomorrow talking about your thoughts on the big idea of this text. 

 

Sts record thinking on 

thinks sheet that matches the 

anchor chart. 

Sts share 

-How does making 

inferences help you as a 

reader? 

-Can you give an 

example from your IR? 

T observations and 

anecdotal notes Sts 

T&T and share time. 

 

 

Sts think sheets with 

learning and inferences 

recorded. 

5 

Book Title 

 

Big Idea 

Connect & Engage: I hope you have enjoyed this narrative NF story by _____. 

Author do not always come right out and tell you what the big idea of the story is. 

They leave that to us as readers to infer. So today, we will spend some time 

talking about what the big idea of this story might be. 

Collaborate: Let’s read the last page again. T reads portion of text that will help 

Sts infer the big idea. What do you think the author meant by this? T has Sts T&T 

and listens in. T selects Sts to share to whole group. What are others of you 

thinking about this idea? Good thinking!  So what does the author want you to 

remember as we leave this story? What is the author’s big idea? Sts T&T as T 

listens in. T facilitates share time discussion. 

Lesson recap: Good readers look for the big idea in a narrative NF story that 

the author wants them to understand. The big idea leaves the reader with 

something to think about. Good readers must use the clues in the text and the 

pictures to help them infer the big idea. As you read your just right books, think 

about the big idea or themes the author wants you to think about. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What did the author 

mean when she said “...and 

they wondered…” 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What is the author’s 

big idea? 

Sts share 

-What is the author’s 

big idea?  

-How can identifying 

the big idea help me as 

a reader? 

 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts discussion about the 

books big idea. 

 

 

 

Assessment 

Sts can: 

-identify the big idea 

using the clues form the 

text 

-explain how inferring 

helps them as a reader 

 

MATERIALS: Day 1-2: Reading With Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 111-113; Suggested Lesson Text: Poems from Creatures of the Earth, Sea, and Sky by Georgia 

Heard, or other poems that allow Sts to infer the meaning and create a dramatic interpretation. 

Days 3-5: Primary Comprehension Toolkit (PTK) Book 4 Infer & Visualize  Lesson 15 pp. 46; *Suggested Lesson Text: A narrative NF text that lends itself to a big idea that Sts 

can infer. 
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Target(s) for the Week: Infer to surface big ideas supported by evidence from the text; Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

1 

- 

3 

Author Study 

anchor chart 

from Unit 6 

Weeks 16-18 

Connect & Engage: In our last Unit of Study in reading, we spent some 

time reading books by author *Eve Bunting. After reading several of her 

books, we took some time to look at the similarities and differences in the 

setting and plot of her books. This week, we will revisit three of these 

books, thinking about the theme or big idea of each book. The themes or 

big ideas in a book are those things the author wants us to think about 

and remember long after the book is finished. It is what we take away 

from the book.  Many times the author does not come right out and say, 

“This book is about hope or friendship”, they leave clues in the text and 

the reader must infer the themes or the big ideas. Let me show you. 

Model/Guide: I am going to re-read the book Fly Away Home by Eve 

Bunting. As I read, listen carefully and think about the big ideas the 

author wants us to take away from the book. T reads the story all the way 

through. T then models her thinking about the theme/big idea. I am 

thinking that one of the themes in this story, Fly Away Home is being 

homeless. The text tells us that they live in an airport. People who do not 

have an address or place to live are usually homeless. T&T, what do you 

think about this big idea?  T invites Sts to think about other themes/big 

ideas and facilitates the discussion. T reminds Sts that their thinking 

should be supported by the clues (evidence) in the text. T charts the 

themes/big ideas onto the anchor chart in the theme section. (e. g. 

homeless, jobless, hope, family bonding) 

Themes for the other books:  One Green Apple (e.g. belonging; hope; 

new student); Someday A Tree (e.g. hope, environment, family bonding) 

A Day’s Work (e.g. honesty, hope, hard work, family bonding) 

Day 2 & 3: T & Sts repeats this lesson process with 2 more author study 

books. If time permits on Day 3, review the themes that have been 

charted to see if any of the author’s books have a common theme among 

them (e.g. hope). 

Lesson recap: Good readers take the time to really think about the big 

ideas or themes of a book. They know the author usually wants the 

reader to take away something from the book that is thought about even 

after the book is finished. Great job readers! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What do you think of 

this big idea? 

 

T&T: What are the other 

themes or big ideas do you 

think the author wants us to 

remember? 

Sts share 

-What inferences are 

you making about the 

main characters actions, 

feelings and intentions 

in your IR books? 

 

Or  

 

What theme/big idea 

will you walk away 

thinking about? 

Author Study anchor 

chart 

from Unit 6 Weeks 16-

18 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor Chart(s) Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

4 

 

My 

Inferences/Thinking 

 

 

 

 

 

Themes/Big Ideas 

about: (book  title) 

Connect & Engage: All week we have been re-reading stories we have heard 

before, this time listening and thinking about the themes or the big ideas the 

author wants us to walk away with. Authors leave clues in their books for 

good readers to notice and think about. Good readers can infer the themes 

and big ideas by using those text clues. Let’s try this today with a book called 

Something Beautiful by Sharon Dennis Wyeth. 

Model/Guide: T reads first page and models an inference. When I look at the 

picture and hear the words “trash in the courtyard” I am thinking that some 

people in her neighborhood do not take good care of their yards or the space 

outside their door. T reads the next few pages and invites Sts to jot their 

inferences on their think sheet. T allows T&T for Sts to share their thinking. T 

listens in and selects Sts to share. T & Sts work through about two-thirds to 

three fourths of the text.  

Lesson recap: Good readers use the clues in the text and the pictures along 

with their schema to help them infer the meaning of the text. Nice work! 

 

Sts write their inferences on 

a think sheet as T reads the 

story. 

 

T&T about an inference you 

have made. What helped 

you? 

Sts share 

-How does inferring 

help me as a reader?  

-What inferences have 

you made in your IR 

books? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T, whole group 

discussion, and share 

time. 

 

 

Sts think sheets with 

inferences recorded on 

them. 

5 

  

 My 

Inferences/Thinking 

 

 

 

 

 

Themes/Big Ideas 

about: (book  title) 

 

Connect & Engage: Today as we finish our book, I want each of you to be 

thinking about the themes and big ideas of this book. What does the author 

want us to remember after the book is finished? Remember that the author 

may not clearly state the themes/big ideas so as a good reader you will need 

to use the text clues and infer them. 

Guide: T & Sts work through the end of the text. Sts will jot their inferences 

on their think sheets and T will allow for T&T time. Selected Sts will share 

their inferences with the whole group. 

Collaborate/Independent: Take a minute now and think about this story. 

What are some of the themes or big ideas that stand out to you? What will you 

remember and think about from this story?  T allows Sts to T&T after taking a 

minute to think. Sts record their thinking about the themes/big ideas on a 

Themes/Big Idea think sheet. T facilitates Sts sharing focus and charts the 

themes/big ideas on the anchor chart. (e.g. Themes: creating beauty; pride; 

transformation; happiness; find what makes you happy etc) 

Lesson Recap: You have done an amazing job at thinking about the 

themes/big ideas in this book. The author did not come right out and tell you 

what the themes and big ideas were. As good readers, you used the clues from 

the text to help you infer those. As you read your books in IR, look for and 

think about the themes and big ideas. Be sure to write them down in your 

reading log/journal.  

 

Sts write their inferences on 

a think sheet as T reads the 

story. 

 

 

 

T&T about an inference you 

have made. What helped 

you? 

 

Collaborative/Independent 

Practice: Sts record their 

themes/big ideas on the 

Theme/Big Ideas think 

sheet. Sts share with the 

group. 

 

 

 

Sts share 

-What are the themes 

or big ideas of this 

story? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T, whole group 

discussion, and share 

time. 

 

 

Sts think completed think 

sheet with the theme/big 

idea recorded on it. 

 

 

Sts can: 

 Infer big ideas 

or themes of a 

text, with 

evidence to 

support their 

thinking 

  Explain how 

inferring helps 

them as a reader 

MATERIALS:  Reading with Meaning (RWM) by Debbie Miller, pp. 115-116 

Anchor chart created in Unit 6 Weeks 16-18 “Grade 2 Author Study Anchor Chart” 

*Suggested Lesson Text Days 1-2: At least 2 titles from the author study done in Unit 6 Weeks 16-18 (*Eve Bunting books or Cynthia Rylant books) 

**Suggested Lesson Text Days 4-5: Something Beautiful by Sharon Dennis Wyeth; The Lotus Seed by Sherry Garland; The Royal Bee by Francis Park; other text that is engaging 

to Sts and has themes/big ideas to infer. 
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Target(s) for the Week: Identify moral lessons as themes in well-known fables, legends myths or stories; Explain how inferring helps me as a reader 

D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 

Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  
Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or Collaborative 

Practice 

What will my students  
be doing? 

Sharing Focus 

(Opportunity to reteach at close 

of Shared Reading and/or 
Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 

(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 
Graded/Ungraded 

1 

 

Book title 

 

Genre 

 

Theme or 

Lesson 

Connect & Engage: Last week we read well-known children’s book to 

identify the big ideas or themes in the author wants us to think about and 

remember. This week we are going to read fables, myths and legends to 

determine the theme or lesson. Today we will read a folktale/fable. In a 

fable, the author uses talking animals as the characters in the story. The 

author often has a big idea or theme in the form of a lesson the character 

learns. As we read this folktale/fable, we will continue to think about 

meaning of the big ideas and connect it to evidence from the text. 

Model/Guide: T reads *selected folktale/fable. T stops to let Sts make 

predictions about what might happen in the story. As t reads on, Sts can 

confirm those predictions that occurred using evidence from the text. T 

reads up to the last page (this is where the moral is usually stated by 

author if it is stated). T has Sts T&T about what they think the moral 

lesson of the story was. What do you think the lesson of this story is? 

What evidence from the folktale/ fable helps you to think that?  T reads 

last page of the book and T & Sts discuss the stated moral or lesson 

learned. T facilitates share time discussion. 

Lesson recap: Good readers look for the big ideas or themes in a story 

that the author wants them to understand. In folktales/ fables, that big 

idea or theme is usually a lesson learned by the character. Many good 

readers think about and remember some of the big ideas or themes, even 

after the story is finished. Good readers know that they must use evidence 

from the text to help them infer. As you read your IR books, look for the 

big ideas the author wants you to think about. 

NOTE: If a longer text is selected, T may stretch book over two days and 

then choose shorter text for Day 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

T&T: What do you think is 

the moral lesson/big idea the 

character learned?  

 

T&T: How does inferring 

help you to understand the 

moral lesson of this fable? 

Sts share 

-Share your thinking 

about the moral lesson. 

What did you learn? 

-what text evidence 

helped you to infer the 

lesson? 

-How does inferring 

help you as a reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes on Sts 

T&T and share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

2 

& 

3 

 

Book title 

 

Genre 

 

Theme or 

Lesson 

Connect & Engage: You are doing great work as readers! You have 

been able to infer the big ideas/theme in fiction stories as well as in 

folktales/fables. Today we will read a legend (or myth) and see if we can 

use the evidence in the text to help us infer the big idea or theme of the 

text. 

Model/Guide: T & Sts use the lesson process from Day 1 to infer the 

theme/big idea of a selected legend or myth on Days 2 & 3 dividing the 

text in half over the two days if it is longer or doing a myth one day and a 

legend one day if the texts are shorter. T allows Sts opportunities to T&T 

and reminds them to support their thinking with evidence from the text. 

What do you think the big idea/theme or lesson of the text might be? 

What is helping you to think this? (text evidence) 

Lesson recap: Good readers think about the theme or big idea of a text. 

They use the clues (pictures and words) to help them with their inference. 

Authors often want the reader to walk away from the text with a theme or 

a big idea to keep thinking about. You have done a great job with this, 

using folktales/fables, legends and myths. 

Same as Day 1 Same as Day 1 Same as Day 1 

4 

 Connect & Engage: You have done a great job as readers identifying 

the moral lesson or big idea in the folktales/fables, myths and legends we 

have been reading this week. Today we are going to read a short fable 

and then you will work together in groups to discuss the moral lesson/big 

idea intended by the author. 

Collaborate: T reads the fable (Note: If using the selection from Texas 

Journeys, you will need to cover the moral lesson as it is listed in the 

text) Now you will work with your groups to discuss the folktale and 

determine the moral lesson. Be sure you have evidence from the text that 

supports your thinking about the moral lesson. We will share these moral 

lesson ideas with the whole group. T circulates as Sts work to discuss the 

moral lesson & the text evidence that supports it and then record it on a 

think sheet. T facilitates the share time. 

Lesson recap: Good readers use their schema and the evidence from the 

text to help them infer the moral lesson of a fable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Collaborative Practice: Sts 

work in groups to discuss 

moral lesson of the fable. 

Sts record this and the text 

evidence that supports their 

thinking on a think sheet. 

Sts share moral lesson with 

whole group. 

 

Sts share 

-What is the moral 

lesson of the fable and 

what helps you to think 

that? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts collaboration and 

share time. 
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D 

A 

Y 

Anchor 

Chart(s) 

Explicit Instruction/Modeling 
Minilesson Focus 

(Teacher Behaviors and  

Student Outcomes) 

Guided and/or 

Collaborative Practice 
What will my students  

be doing? 

Sharing Focus 
(Opportunity to reteach at 

close of Shared Reading 

and/or Reading Workshop.) 

Evidence of Learning 
(How will I know if my 

students know it?) 

Graded/Ungraded 

5 

 Connect & Engage: Yesterday you worked with a group to infer 

possible moral lessons/big ideas from the fable we read. Today you will 

do this on your own. 

Independent: T reads the fable and then Sts use evidence from text and 

their schema to infer a moral lesson. Sts record their thinking on a think 

sheet. T circulates and supports Sts as needed. T facilitates share time. 

Sts share with the whole group. 

Lesson recap: You have done a wonderful job inferring the themes, 

moral lessons and/or big ideas during this Unit of Study. Good readers 

know that the author does not always share the themes, moral lessons or 

big ideas with the reader and the reader must use the text evidence to 

infer it. As you read your IR book, look for the themes, moral lessons and 

big ideas and record them in your reading journal/log. 

 

 

 

Independent Practice: Sts 

infer the moral lesson of the 

story and record it along 

with their text evidence on a 

think sheet. Sts share with 

the whole group. 

 

 

Sts share 

-What is the moral 

lesson of the fable and 

what helps you to think 

that? 

 

-How does inferring 

help me as a reader? 

T observation and 

anecdotal notes from 

Sts independent work. 

 

Sts completed think 

sheet with moral lesson 

and text evidence. 

 

Sts can: 

 Identify the 

moral lesson or 

big idea of a 

fable, myth or 

legend 

supported by 

text evidence 

 Tell how 

inferring helps 

me as a reader 

 

MATERIALS: Day 1: Suggested Lesson Text: Texas Journeys Unit 2, pp. 258-278 “How Chipmunk Got His Stripes” or Unit 5, pp. 282-298 “Half-Chicken”; 

Days 2-3: Select a myth or legend and use one each day or choose a longer text and split over 2 days. Destiny, the districts library system, has many myths and legends listed for 

K-2 interest level; Legend of the Bluebonnets or Legend of the Indian Paintbrush by Tomie dePaola. 

Day 4: Suggested Lesson Text - Texas  Journeys Unit 5, pp. 301-302 “The Lion and the Mouse” or Unit 1, pp. 115-117 “A Swallow and A Spider” (Reader’s Theatre) 

Day 5: Suggested Lesson Text –Texas Journeys Unit 2, pp. 281-283 “Why Rabbits Have Short Tails” 

 

 


